Introduction
The petroleum exploration of marine carbonate rock have rapidly developed in TarimBasin in recent years,especially in Tazhongarea.After over a hundrerd million ton oil-gas field of Upper Ordovician in TazhongNO.1 slope break was found, a major breakthough in Lower Ordovician Yingshan formation weathering crust has been made such as Tz83 well since 2006 ,and it developed another important field in Tazhong area.
The reservoir space of Lower Ordovician weathering crust is mostly cave and fracture which formed secondary reformation(tectonization and dissolution).It has characteristics of that taphonomy is deep below 5500m ,the resolution and the signal-noise ratio is low ,and the reservoirs lateral resolution of sesmic data changemnet is large,and heterogeneity is strong and so on.Therefore,it is always difficult point for reservoir prediction.In the paper, in view of that the sesmic response chacteristic obviously difference, it is carried out well-seismic calibration using integrated applied well-sesmic joint inversion to integrated geology-seismic workbench and analysed the reservoir response combined with the reservoir control factors,and we have applied effective attribute comprehensiv analysis,sesmic-logging joint inversion technologyies,predicted the distribution rule of Lower
Ordovician weathering crust reservoir,gained obviously effect,and improved accuracy of reservoir prediction.
Favourable reservoir geological settings analaysis
The characteristic of Lower Ordovician weathering crust karst reservoir and key
Control Factors
The reservoir distribution of lower Ordovician in Yiingshan formation is widely,in which ithas comparability ,but the thickness changement is big,The thickness range is 80-300m. The most is half of platform grain limestone,micrite limestone and algae with dolomite rock,primary origin aperture is not developed.The storage space type is mainly cavern,crack-cavern and cave type and fracture type. The country rock,karst paleogeomorphology, fracture, fracture development, magmagranite hydrothermalism, organic acid denudation, recrystallization and so on are controlled of karstification and intensity,effective storage space formation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .At the end of Early Ordovician it is weathered and exfoliation,Since at the end of Late Ordovicianit and before Carboniferous is interact that it created a number of cavern and crack.It becomes inimportant place of hydrocarbon accumulation [8] [9] .Therefore to accurately predict the rules of karst and tectoclase,studying karst zone characteristic is important significance to look for distribution of the Recognition crust reservoir sesmic response characteristic using wellsesmic integrated data platform
Using well-sesmic integrated data platform in TaZhong area for the first time.combined with the reservoir analysis result,we carried out well-sesmic calibration for 23 type wells in effectively reservoir zone,summed up three basic type sesmic response characteristics in sesmic profile:
The sesmic response characteristic moni liform strong amplitude
It demonstrated "moniliform" strong amplitude in sesmic profile,in which distributed the upper of unconformity crust of YingShan formation in vertical.It is often developed near the crack,and it has characteristic of transverse-formational development:It is seen stong amplitude in plain.It's tune frequency is usually amount to 23-25HZ in Tz83 well zone,and in Tz45 well zone it is 14-15HZ.It give priority to cavern type ,and others are crack-cavern type reservoir which distributed the slope zone.This type of reservoir is high productivity well or water well that stand for Tz83 well,Tz84 well,Tz722 well,Zg17 well. (Fig.2(a) ).
Chaotic reflection seismic response char acteristic
It manifests chaotic reflection in profile which developed secondary high place.and it belongs to middle-strong amplitude. It's tune frequency is usually amount to 23-25HZ, and it belongs to crack-cavern and crack type reservoir. This type of reservoir is mostly low productivity well and dry well that stand for Tz162 ,Tz12 well . (Fig.2(b) )
Weak reflection seismic response charac teristic
It manifests weak reflection in profile which is weak amplitude in plain, It's tune frequency is chaotic,and it belongs to crack-cavern type reservoir which mostly developed middle-west karast secondary high place.The reservoir has drilled in Tz452 well which is lower productivity well. (Fig.2(c) 
Karst reservoir sesmic muti-attribute comprehensive analysis technology and application
Based on sesmic response characteristic analysis ,the karst reservoir comprehensive analysis technique is that it applied correlation analysis to confirm attribute independence,Finally comfired optimization attribute group.Through optimization attribute,it is regard as that the technique of frequency-division root-mean-square amplitude can preferable portray large scale moniliform cavern type reservoir distribution; Coherence length can emphasis crust cavern type reservoir distribution;Mean frequency can predict crust karst reservoir distributionSesmic-logging joint inversion can predict crust reservoir" quasi-formation" reservoir distribution characteristic.In short, The technique can portray different grade karst reservoir rule of distribution during different exploration period.
It is known to Low Ordovician crust drilling karst zonation thickness statistical that the reservoir of Lower Ordovician crust is distributed tg51'' (the top of Lower Ordovician)within upper 100ms and lower 150 ms,therefore,the time window is chosen tg51'' upper 30 ms and lower 50 ms to extract sesmic attribute.
In the paper,it is fine portrayed crust large moniliform cavern type reservoir for Tz83 well zone of Lower Ordovician using the interpretion technique of frequency-division and coherence length and mean frequency .the predition result is better coincided with drilling. (Fig.3) . Fig.3(a) is frequency-division ampltitude prediction figure ,the red stong ampltitude zone of figure reflectd stong amplitude ,moniliform cavern type reservoir standed for Tz83 well and Tz84 well; the yellow-green medium ampltitude zone of figure reflectd cavern-crack type reservoir standed for Tz162 well. Fig.3(b) is coherence length prediction figure .The red and green is low and lower correlaction zone.It is cavern type reservoir standed for Tz83 well and Tz84 well. Fig.3(c) is mean frequency of Tz83 well figure.The red and green is low and medium frequency zone which reflectd cavern and cavern-crack_fracture type reservoir integration response standed for Tz83 well and Tz162 well. Muti-attribute on restraint well-sesmic joint inversion technique is applied neural network to lots of mathematical analysis mthods,and it extractd physical property and lithology information which a kind of or kinds of optimization attribute group and logging curve establishment relation .It willget maxium correlation attribute group thatit applies to estimate the whole sesmic data volume cruve attribute characteristic topredict reservoir.The method avoids layeredmodelling based on model inverson ,satisfied with the require of carbonate nonhomogeneity reservoir prediction.It obtained approved effect that it is carried out impendence inversion and porosity inversion appliedmuti-attribute on restraint technique in Tz83 well zone.It provides criteria for well location and reserves analysis. (Fig.4(a) ). is impendance inversion profile.The red low impandance and green medium impandance is the reservoir development zone,in which impandance value is less than 15000 m·kg/s·m3..The crust reservoir is mostly developed the top of lower Ordovician Tg5'' upper 40 ms in vertical,and it distributed quasi-layered and it has characteristic of nonhomogeneity.From Tz83 well to Tz724 well,the whole reservoir is getting from good getting to worsre,and from thick to thin..It is consistent with paleogeomorphic zonation chacteristic.,reflecting that karst paleogeomorphic controlling the reservoir. Fig.4(b) is porosity plain map.The red and white stands for the development reservoir zone which porosity is larger than 3%.The result is consistent with the drilling of Tz83 well and the reservoir distrbutrion characteristic.
Conclusion
(1)The difference of the reservoir type and development degree is reflected different response,As a whole,it has three sesmic response characteristic in Tazhong area:moniliform strong ampltitude, chaotic reflection,weak reflection.The favourable rservoir karst zone characteristic is obvious in the northern slope zone of Tazhong area,the slope reservoir it is much more developed.
(2)Frequency-divisionamplitude,coherence length,mean frequency and muti-attribute logging-sesmic joint inversion technologies can portray different grade karsteservoir rule of distribution,improved the accuracy of reservoir prediction and guided the exploration powerfully.
(3)The application of technology has get obvious effect from 2006 to this day,and the reservoir and drillings coincidence rate is over 90%. Turning over to the higher authorities nature gas is 4.36*10 10 cubic metre,oil is 3.3*10 7 ton.It proved that the technology is effective of carbonate geology-sesmic reservoir comprehensive predictionand in Tarim basin.
